
INTELLECTUAL IMAGINATION SERIES :
Retro-Futurist Monsters
Kenisaur tales and art by eponymous creator Ken Perez



This book focuses on giant monsters/kaijus, and fanciful dinosaurs. The first part is a surreal art gallery of giant monster
concepts( inspired by retro creatures such as Godzilla and Harryhausen-type behemoths). The second part is part of my
surreal, experimental manga series, and  the third is a short story.

The manga, 'The Mighty Kencat'( part of my trippy, avante-garde manga series: 'Radical Manga, and 'Studcreep,
Weakest Of The Mightiest') is about how an 'outmoded' prehistoric beast holds his own in a hyper-competive future
world, where the behemoths are now made of steel.

The short story, 'The Legend Of Kenzen' is about a ghostly giant monster that heals and empowers anyone who sees it.

RADICAL COLLABORATION: THE METHOD TO THE MADNESS OF MY INCONSISTENT, YET 'PROGRESSIVE' TECHNICAL
EXECUTION

 I use a raw, experimental approach with my art and writing, which varies in between perfection and
imperfection. I'm not overly-concerned with 'producing' something super-smooth and polished, since my aesthetic
seeks to resolve another of life's most overlooked, yet crucial paradoxes: the inability to work with extremes/opposites
in a more complimentary manner, whether it be the superior and inferior supporting each other, the strong and weak,
intelligent and 'stupid', 'perfect' and 'imperfect', and the rest.

 For instance, sometimes I write like a high-minded pro( creating  lucid, straightforward stories) other times I
write amatuerishly( with grammatical or continuity errors ) - same with my art. But I argue that this approach is a
statement in itself, a radical collaboration between the high and low, pro and amatuer, master and student, genius and
dummy. This can motivate people of different fields and backgrounds to focus on their many commonalities, not petty
differences .

 The inability to work with potentially complimentary opposites leads to a plethora of 'isms, or discriminations
against persons with unique ways of learning from  and contributing to a diverse info pool.  We are all evolutionary
opportunities, not pawns to be placed in caste systems and pecking orders. It doesn't matter where we came from, or
where we're at, rather, what's crucial is where we are going by working with whatever's at hand. Thus, I express broad
ideas through my limited abilities - which is an act of defiance in itself. This shows that reality's truths and gifts depends
upon your compassionate boldness and ability to see, not on academic degrees, pre-ordained genetic gifts, or on a
particular experience.

 So in this sense, if my work sucks, then its better that it sucks in a great way, as opposed to being great in a
sucky way. It's better to be mediocre in an exceptional way, than to be exceptional in a familiar way.  If you are the
worst, than be the best at that. I sense the ever-revealing vastness of the omni-spectrum, so immediate
structures/disciplines, and mediums are too constraining. My approach can serve as a blueprint for multi-dimensional
thinking( 'co-ordinating consciousness') which I think will be the future mindset. In conclusion, my aesthetic is
'primitive/advanced', and meekly powerful; you need a simple means to channel the most powerful forces, otherwise
things burn themselves out. I hope this approach will stimulate people to outgrow this system of high-tech primitivism -
where we have great technologies, information, and networks, but have yet to outgrow many bestial impulses( dog-eat-
dog competition, bias, alienation, judgemental mindsets).



Monster gallery















II: EXPERIMENTAL  MANGA

This manga is executed from a variety of perspectives, surreal, abstract, psychedelic,
for the purpose of expressing its multi-faceted theme: about  how a prehistoric, outmoded kenisaur tries to thrive
In a hyper-competitive , materialistic society of the future.

















THE MIGHTY KENCAT SUMMARY

Kencat is the smallest of the kenisaurs - an ultra-efficient carnivorous species that went extinct because there were no
longer any easy prey among them to hunt... though they could've evolved into a more advanced species had they not
been so competitive. But Kencat, because of his diminutive stature, is able to elude their narrow, predatory scutiny -
escaping their doomed world. He stumbles upon a sun-dial-like time travel device that transports one to another
dimension accordingly to how one is aligned with its abstract structures.  One also enters a dimension accordingly to the
density and texture of the dimension, like one's  reflection taking shape on a particular surface, be it glass, metal, water-
one's reflection also merges with other distorted, expanding forms and reflections - henceforth, 'mapping out' a
particular time field of possibilities.

 Kencat finds himself in an advanced, neo-classical Tokyo-like metropolis. It is a hyper-competitive city powered
by robots and other mecha-beings. Kencat, by way of the energetic fluctuations of evolving consciousness, adapts
physically to a futuristic envirement that's populated by mutants, becoming a highly-intelligent, articulate humanoid
with distinct feline and reptillian features ( with little memory of his prehistoric past). He prowls around the city, looking
for work and friendship. But the dehumanized, desensitized souls fear him because of his exotic, iguana-like, jagged,
gemstone shape - though some cyber-beauties secretly have a crush on him, they're too scared to approach such an
imposing being.

 He trys to fit in, by learning their ways - He focuses on the abstract, intricate structures called quantum building
blocks - these blocks represent various dynamics, intuitions, and actions. They're like interactive, multi-dimensional
heiroglyphics or  mathematical equations - enhancing one's informational intake. But they're useless to him.

 Suddenly, a giant robot which acts as a kind of power supply for the city, goes beserk. It's circuit board is ruined
by its constant discharge of energy... and the robot-god attacks anything in sight, as if blindly lashing out at mysterious
tormentors. Nobody can stop it, expert technicians, or even the military. It goes after Kencat. But the little Kenisaur
doesn't panic; he looks deep within, inadvertently tapping into a higher power by asking the right questions, 'though I
can't learn from any known system or culture, there must be a far greater, esoteric system that's ideal for me... he
immediately sees a humongous, expanding, amorphous mass of fluctuating energy with a vaguely feline/crocodillian
shape. It hovers over the quantum building blocks, like a vast cloud leaving the hemisphere to merge with the heavenly
elements.

 It zaps him with slicing, hammering, grinding, blinding rays - for a microsecond, he's slashed, smashed, and
singed, but he absorbs/internalizes the 'cosmic' blows in such a manner that his robust, assymetrical physique becomes
even sturdier. He's like a malleable weapon that assimilates or absorbs the blades, hammers, and projectiles in such a
way that his armor becomes all-protruding and rugged, which, like cooled lava - adds another dense layer to the craggy
terrain... his jutting, serrated features become so powerful that they dull the quantum blades and crack the heavenly
hammers.

 Kencat is now a heavily-armored giant monster. However, the giant robot quickly thrashes him about. It moves
in to crush the monster. But a small, gently-churning puddle appears before the machine, seemingly from nowhere. It
dismisses the puddle,  stomping its way  through, as it reaches for Kencat. But that puddle is really super-potent acid.
The robot screams shrilly as it melts - and that acid is really Kencat's searing, flailing attack, shredding the mecha to
bits!This was psychological warfare at it's deepest, since the all-powerful machine had dismissed the puddle of acid as
being some unremarkable cesspool -  just like it had dismissed Kencat as being another critter to crush.Missiles, rockets,
and other artillery couldn't penetrate this menacing mechanism - except for the ancient, seemingly outmoded claws of
Kencat, last of the Kenisaurs!



III: LEGEnD  OF KENZEN ( SHORT STORY)



Inexplicably, as Tail departed from Ninada, he felt himself floating towards the heavens. He became as faint and distant
as a star. He gazed down from the clouds, on the beaches, cities, and recreational areas of many Earths. He thought, I
look at all of you pleasant, anonymous folk, and how I wish to be intimate with you. I admit it, I was a fool. I used to think
that I was better than you. I used to blame my loneliness on you, your bias against nonconformist, introverted artistic
souls. But I was really jealous of your effortless ability to laugh and have fun. As I look at all these families and friends, I
see many great personalities, each with their own worthwhile story to tell. But after so many years of trying to fit in, and of
being disappointed, I've concluded that I wasn't meant to mingle with cool people, have certain girls, or be part of some-
thing special - although, I'd figured that I'd get these things if I became a famous artist.
 And my dream for fame, success, and love was not entirely selfish. I really wanted to be one with you all. If a sing-
er, athlete, or movie star can make that connection, why not me?
 I realized that I had to pay the price for my dream: make sacrifices, set goals, and do all that cliched, but never-
theless true stuff that's necessary to succeed, but I seemed to be weaker than most. Was I a failure because I was weak,
or was I not made strong enough? I had the same confidence and determination that the winners had, but somehow, I
would always break, while the winners persevered.
 But who am I kidding? I know things aren't always what they seem. Friends come and go. Sons and daughters
grow up, go away to college, and have their own families and careers. Beautiful women grow old and lose their looks.
Many fun loving buddies backstab each other. And many couples fall out of love. When getting to know someone, I al-
ways thought that the best part was the first ten minutes or so. After that, they always made the same unimpressed, indif-
ferent face. But how can one make the ultimate, permanent connection, and be at all places, at all times? This was the
question that always drove me.

Tail sought to find the answer in his space of contemplation, recuperation, and transformation.
 Then came the sightings of a mysterious, magnificent monster. According to witnesses, it resembles some exotic
alligator/dragon/dinosaur hybrid. It has a neatly arranged set of ivory teeth and fangs. Its jutting Kentrosaurus-like back
spikes are so sharp and curvy, that they resemble gigantic teeth. Its colorful, intricate patterns of scales and crocodilian
armor plates are aesthetically pleasing. Its angular skull, along with its square jaw, is well chiseled. And the women com-
ment about its long whipping, muscular tail. Whoever sees this beast reports feeling happy and at peace. Though enor-
mous, and powerfully built, they all fall in love with its majestic presence.
 Some young women were shopping in a mall when they saw the monster. They said, "We came out through the
back exit, toward the parking lot, and saw the coolest thing moving around that hill. I mean it was kind of huge and freaky,
but he was also gorgeous. He was very well built. We were never scared - if anything, we've never felt so secure and hap-
py." Another girl said, "We just felt this great wave of love come from this thing. I just didn't want it to leave." She giggled,
adding, "If he were smaller, I'd take him home as a pet."
 There were many sightings. Most have taken place in scenic, suburban areas like malls and beaches, and in des-
olate industrial towns and ghettoes - although he has been seen in Tokyo, Puerto Rico, and other distant places. People
have named this creature, Kenzen - New England's own Loch Ness Monster. They claim that he's brought good luck to
many places and people. For instance, there was an inexplicable business boom in a poverty stricken area after a sight-
ing. Famine-ravaged lands in Africa suddenly had crops and fruits growing all over (from his great footprints). Some even
said that they were cured of cancer, chronic pain, and other terminal illness after seeing Kenzen.





There are rumors that Kenzen has save the world on a few occasions. People say that he's fought off alien invaders, and
monstrous giants from other dimensions, apocalyptic operations that conspiracy theorists say that were supported by the
very government that denies Kenzen's existence - and which dismisses the eyewitness accounts as being mass
hallucinations...however, if the accounts are true, than we have a real life Godzilla or Gamera patrolling the planet, de-
fending it against fascism.
 The experts offered this theory, and that explanation about the Kenzen mystery. Psychologists speculate that this
phenomenon is but another version of the age-old religious experience, which traditionally involves The Virgin Mary,
guardian angels, and most recently, benevolent extraterrestrials. However, nobody realizes that an alienated loner used
to venture through the very areas the creature was sighted, for years before the mystery. He was an artist/writer and clas-
sic monster movie buff that one would dismiss as having no life - though he desperately tried to make some connection
with the oblivious masses. This coincidence is only vaguely picked up on by some of his closest friends and family mem-
bers: "I wish he was around. He'd go crazy knowing that a real Godzilla exists. Its weird how he just disappeared, but
when we saw Kenzen, we felt reassured about our boy; we really think that he's in a better place somewhere."
 Toys, movies, clothes, books, and other paraphernalia have been inspired by the Kenzen phenomena. Kids and
adults alike eagerly buy Kenzen action figures. Gals have 'I love Kenzen' logos on their short shorts. They say, "Some-
thing about those shiny, colorful scales, armor plates, and that long, thick tail, I mean they're so beautiful."
 So people continue to flock to the isolated lakes, strip malls, beaches, Puerto Rican festivals, and the other refug-
es of the forgotten loner, in the hope of catching a glimpse of the mighty Kenzen. And as long as people want something
to believe in, his legend will live on.







IINTELLECTUAL IMAGINATION SERIES:

 These not your typical zines, they're wild graphic novelettes exploring our evolutionary potential. Don't be misled by
the simple, mixed-media format of these epic meta-sci-fi books, which complement their synergistic/transcendental
themes. These themes are too multi-layered to be accurately expressed through traditional formats, whether comics,
novels, and the like. Inter-related themes of progress, the supernatural, and existentialism are synthesized into my
speculative mythology, bridging the gaps between fantasy/metaphor, logic/education, structure and freedom, society,
and the individual. I believe integrated( less-discriminatory forms of) intelligence is the way to the future.

What is our evolutionary potential and the complimentary purpose of my work? We can  co-shape our own evolution(
'co-evolution')which is dependant upon our mindful internalization of life's challenges/stresses. This greater
internalization allows us to bridge our differences, and other seemingly conflicting ideas. This allows us to bridge most
contradictions, whether within, without, and beyond( in the individual, society, and everything in between) - to the
degree that we can utilize our tools and resources to align with the ultimate free energy system. This O.I.( organic
intelligence) system encapsulates everything on the quantum level, and is the source of infinite ideas and
technologies.This system can tackle any challenge and bridge any reality( whether physical or non-physical) - as much of
that reality we can envision with our present systems. We use the building blocks of our immediate systems as 'merging
blocks' for a more dynamic, organic system.

I do this symbolically with my art, creating my own intersecting reality: manifested by my compassionate curiousity and
transparency. For instance, in some tales, I'm my own celebrity, superhero , god( for lack of a better word) and a boxing
( 'paradoxing')champion in a reality of intersecting worlds, populated by diverse beings( not unlike aliens, dragons,
robots, and the rest). But my seemingly selfish desires: for love, acceptance, happiness, understanding, and self-mastery
are indirectly fulfilled by helping others follow their dreams in the most sentient, yet dynamic  of realities.

 My organic-geometric drawing style corresponds to my overall philosophy about our evolutionary potential: where
structure/systems of limitation( whether mathematical, neurological, linguistic, et al) unravel, yet intersect like spirals,
coelescing into portals within portals. Hence, my worlds are holographic in a way that's not too overwhelming, where
you see portals/connections( to places/ events/others) in various details( whether the scales on a dragon, features of a
person, symmetries in a structure) accordingly to your perception.

There are 10 books in this series, in no particular order, but like the (often) contrary chapters in a religous text, they
ultimately compliment themes of transcendance from various perspectives. My technique is experimental, sometimes
incorporating familiar genres, like illustrated short stories/ parables, comics, and speculative essays/manifestoes about
the nature of reality.  Sometimes they border many styles( for example, with the art, I border the abstract, surreal,
achitectural, avante-garde; and  prose, poetry, stream-of-consciousness with the writing).

Each book usually has a story or two ( sometimes the tales intersect, but they are usually distinct). Or my book has a
creative essay, and a substantial art gallery( featuring character designs and other conceptual pieces related to fantasy,
sci-fi, and surrealism).

This work will appeal to curious, open-minded connossuers of fantasy with inter-related interests in philosophy,
science/physics, spirituality/metaphysics, fine art, comics, and paranormal/conspiracy research. And it is no coincidence
that even authors in established fields( whether in physics, nuero-science, sociology, et al) are taking a more integrated,
creative approach with their books, as if sensing that organic singularity that is driving us all...



CREATED BY THE MEGAWEIGHT PARADOXING CHAMPION OF THE COSMOS,
KEN PEREZ!
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